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In what follows, by a formal group we always mean a commutative one. 
In Hill [6], the following result (Theorem E’) is proved: Let F and G be one- 
dimensional formal groups over F,,, the prime field of characteristic p > 0. If 
F and G are of finite height and have the same characteristic polynomial, 
then F and G are isomorphic over F,. 
For two-dimensional formal groups over F,, this is not valid in general. A 
counterexample is given in Section 4. Using a result on a classification of 
two-dimensional formal groups due to Ditters [4], we shall show in Section 2 
that for certain types of formal groups, the above result is also valid 
(Corollary 1 of Theorem 1). In Section 3, we shall determine the simple two- 
dimensional formal groups over F, whose endomorphism rings are maximal 
orders. Some examples are discussed in Section 4. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we briefly recall the results of Honda [7] and Ditters [4] 
needed in this paper. 
For a ring R, R” and M,,,(R) denote the modules of all the row vectors 
of dimension II over R, and of all the matrices of type (m, n) over R. We 
write M,,(R) for the full matrix ring of order n over R. Let k be a perfect 
field of characteristic p. Let W(k) be the ring of Witt vectors over k and 
B(k) be its quotient field. We denote by o the Frobenius, i.e., the 
automorphism of B(k) for which a” = up mod p for all a E W(k). Let 
E, = B(k),[ [r]] be the non-commutative power series ring on T with the 
multiplication rule; Tb = b”T for b E B(k). 
Let n be a positive integer. An element u of M,,(E,) is said to be special, if 
u = pI mod deg 1, Z being the unit matrix. Let u, v be special elements. If 
there exist t E M,(E,) and A E GL,( W(k)) such that tv = UA, we shall say 
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that u is weakly equivalent over W(k) to v. If moreover A = 1, we shall say 
that u is strongly equivalent over W(k) to v. 
1.1. Let u be special and write 
u-‘p=I+ 2 CUT”, C” E Mn(Wk))* 
v=l 
Let f(x)=‘(fr(xl ,..., xn) ,..., f,(x, ,..., ~,)>=~(x~,...,x,)+~,M,C~‘(x~” ,..., xi”). 
Then F& Y) =f-‘(f(x) + f(y)) is an n-dimensional formal group over 
W(k). The correspondence u --) F, establishes a bijection between the set of 
strong (resp. weak) equivalence classes of special elements in M,(E,) and 
that of strong (resp. weak) isomorphism classes of n-dimensional formal 
groups over W(k) (see [7, Theorem 41). 
For a formal group F over W(k), we denote by F* its reduction mod p. 
1.2. For any n-dimensional formal group @ over k, there exists a special 
element u of M,(E,) such that @ = F,*. The E,-module M, = Ez/Eiu is the 
(left) Dieudonne module of F:,* and the contravariant functor F,* + M, is 
fully faithful. If F,* has finite height H, M, is W(k)-free of rank H. Let u’ be 
another special element in M,(E,). Let a,P E M,,,(E,) be such that 
ua = pu’. Then x--t xa induces an E,-homomorphism of M, into M,, and 
every E,-homomorphism of M, into M,, is of this form (see [7, Theorem 7 
and Corollary of Theorem 51). 
1.3. Let U, v be special elements of M,(E,). Write u = pI + JJz 1 Ct T’, 
Ci E M,(W(k)). Then the F-type of F, is c = {-tCi+l 1 i 2 0) by [4, 
Theorem 71. Let d be the F-type of F,. Then u and u are weakly (resp. 
strongly) equivalent over W(k) if and only if c and d are weakly (resp. 
strongly) equivalent over W(k) (cf. [4, (2.10)]). The following proposition is 
an immediate consequence of [4, Theorems 4.4, 5.6 and 6.21. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let k be algebraically closed. Let u be a special element 
of MZ(E,J such that F,* is offinite height. Then we have the following three 
cases : 
(i) There exists a positive integer h such that u is strongly equivalent 
to a special element of the form 
pI+C,T+...+C,,Th, (1) 
where Ct E pM,(W(k)) for 1 < i < h and C, E GL,(W(k)). 
(ii) There exist positive integers h, r such that u is weakly equivalent 
to a special element of the form 
(2) 
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where Ci E pM,(W(k)) for 1 < i < h, 
mod P, 
for l<j<rand 
c 0 a h+r= 0 * ’ c 1 
a f 0 mod p. Here * denotes elements of W(k). 
(iii) There exist positive integers h, r such that u is weakly equivalent 
to a special element of the form 
pIi- C,T+ .-. + Ch+rTh+‘, (3) 
where Ci E pM,( W(k)) for 1 < i < h, 
mod p, C,,+j = 
for l<j<rand 
C htr = 
afomodp. 
DEFINITION. Let u be as in Proposition 1. In case (i), we call u is inver- 
tible of type h. In case (ii), we call u of type 
and in case (iii), of type 
PROPOSITION 2. Let u, v be special elements of M2(Ek) such that F,* is 
of finite height and F,* z F, *. Then u and v must be of the same type in the 
above sense. 
Proof For example, let u be invertible of type h and u be of type 
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By Proposition 1, we may assume that u and v are of the forms (1) and (2), 
respectively. If F,* z F,*, then there exist units s, t E M@,J such that 
us = tv. As rankwo, M, = rankwo, M,, we have 2h = 2h’ + r’ and hence 
h’ ( h. Since u 3 0 mod p, mod deg h’ + 1, we have 
mod deg h’ + 1. As t is a unit, this is a contradiction. Therefore Fz is not 
isomorphic to F,*. The other cases are treated similarly and we omit their 
proofs. 
2. THE CASE k = F, 
We write E = Z,[ [T]] ( commutative power series ring). We denote by S,, 
SA., and S{., the sets of all the special elements of M,(E), invertible of type 
h, of type 





0 1) ' 
PROPOSITION 3. (i) The strong equivalence classes of elements of S, 
over Z, correspond bijectiveiy to the speciai elements of the form (1) as in 
Proposition 1. 
(ii) Each weak equivalence class over Z, of elements of SA,, contains 
a representative of the form (2) as in Proposition 1. 
(iii) Each weak equivalence class ouer Z, of elements of Si,, contains 
a representative of the form (3) as in Proposition 1, except 
mod p 
with a unit c in Z,. 
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ProojI Let A E M2(Zp) and A & 0 mod p. If A is not invertible, there 
exists B E GL2(Zp) such that 
or mod P, 
where c is a unit of Z,. Then our assertions will be proved by following step 
by step the proof of Proposition 1. 
Let u be a special element of M,(E). The characteristic polynomial f, of 
the endomorphism T on M, is called the characteristic polynomial of Fz. It 
is clear that if Fz and F,* are isomorphic over F,, then f, = f,.. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let u be a special element of M*(E) such that F,* is of 
finite height. Then the characteristic polynomial f, of F,* satisfies 
det u = f,(T) . g, where g is a unit of E. 
ProoJ If Fz and F,* are isomorphic over F,, then Au = vB for some A, 
B E GL,(E). Hence we have det u = g . det v for a unit g of E. Therefore we 
may assume that u is a representative of the form as in Proposition 3. Let 
PW12/(Z,[Tl) ‘U -+ IV, be the natural homomorphism of finite rank Z,- 
free modules. Considering the both sides mod p, it is easily shown that 
j mod p is an isomorphism. Therefore j is a Z,[ T]-isomorphism. Then we 
have Q,[T]2/(Q,[T])2u s Q, @ M,. As M, is a Z,-lattice of Q, 0 M,, the 
elementary divisor theory shows that det u = cf,(T), where c is a unit of Z,. 
This completes the proof. 
The relation of isogeny over the algebraic closure F’p of F, will henceforth 
be denoted by the symbol -. For (n, m) = 1, G,,, is the formal group over 
F, defined in Manin [8, p. 351. 
PROPOSITION 5. (i) IfuE S,, then F,* - 2G,,,-,. 
(ii) If u E Sk,, and r is even, then F,* - G,,,++, @ Gl,h+r-,.-, for 
some r’ with 0 < 2r’ <r. If r is odd, then F,* - G2,2htr-2 or 
Fz - G,,h+rj-, @ G,,h+r-r,-, for some r’ with 0 < 2r’ < r. 
(iii) vu E Si,,, then F$ - Gl,h-l @ Gl,h+r-l. 
ProoJ By Proposition 4, we have: 
(i) f,(T) = Tzh + Cf!!;’ a, T’ where p2 )I a,, ai E p2Z, (0 < i < h) 
and aj EpZ, (j < 2h). 
(ii) f,(T) = T2h+r + JJ~~~‘-’ ai T’ where p2 (/ a,, ai E p2Z, (0 < i < h) 
and aj E pZ, (j < 2h + r). 
(iii) f,(T) = Tzhfr + Cf!!i’-’ aiT’ where p2 I( a,,, ai E p2Z, (0 < 
i < h), aj EpZ, (j < 2h + r) and ah & p*Z,, Considering the Newton 
polygon off,, our assertions are obvious by Manin [8, Theorem 2.21. 
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THEOREM 1. Let u E S;,, or S;,l,,. Let R, be the Z,[T]-subalgebra of 
Q,PYQ,Plfu(T), g enerated by 1, Th’ ‘/p. Then M, is isomorphic to R, as 
a Zp[ T]-module and EndFp Fc g R,. 
ProoJ: We may assume that u is of the form as in Proposition 3. If 
u E Si,,, write 
where C = 
D E M,(E) satisfy a E Z,X, or=Omoddeg 1 and D=Imoddeg 1. Put 
and A = BD. Then we have T “+“I= pA + Bu and wl = (DB)u. Therefore 
M, has an endomorphism A such that pk = Thtr on M,. Let e be the class of 
(1, 1) in M, = E*/E*u. Then Ae = (a-‘, 0) mod TM,,. This shows that e and 
le generate M, over E. Let U’ be the cofactor matrix of u. As u’u = af,(T)I 
(a E Z,“), we have f,(T) M, = 0. As f, is a distinguished polynomial, the 
natural homomorphism Z,[ T]/Z,[ T]f,(T) -+ E/Ef,(T) is an isomorphism. 
Then these show that e and Ae generate M, over Z,[ T]. Define O(Thf ‘/p) = 
;le and 0(g(T)) =g(T)e for g(7) E Z,[T]. Then 8: Zp[T][Th+‘/p] + M, is 
surjective. Tensoring with Qp, we have a surjection 0 = 0 @ Q, : Q,[ T] + 
Q,,@M,._As KerBIQ,[T]f,(T) and dimoOQQ,@M,=degree off,(T), we 
have Ker 19 = Q,[ T] f,(T). Therefore we have M, z R,. As End, R, g R, , 
the latter assertion is obvious. The case u E Sg,l is similarly proved and we 
omit its proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Let u, v E S;,, or Si,,. Then Fz r F,* over F, if and 
only iff,(T) = f,(r>. 
Proof This follows at once from Theorem 1, since R, s R, if and only if 
f,(T) = f,vJ 
COROLLARY 2. Let u E Sp,,. Then F: is F,-isomorphic to a direct sum 
of one-dimensional formal groups of height h and h + r. 
Proof. We may assume that u is a representative of the form as in 
Proposition 3. By [ 1, Chapter 2, Section 51, we have a decomposition 
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det u = f,(T) . f2(T), where f, and f, are Eisenstein polynomials of degree h 
and h + r, respectively, and f,(T) = f,(T) = p mod deg 1. Let 
Then u,, E S;2N,r and f,, = f,. As F,*, is clearly F,-isomorphic to the direct 
sum of the formal groups corresponding to the special elements f,(T) and 
f*(T), our assertion follows from the above Corollary 1. 
Remark 1. For u E SA,,, Fz is never isomorphic to a direct sum of one- 
dimensional formal groups over Fp by Proposition 2 and Corollary 2. 
3. ENDOMORPHISM RING 
Let r be odd and u E SA,,. Put m = 2h + r. By Proposition 5, F,* is simple 
(over F,) if and only if the Newton polygon off, is a straight line. In this 
case, the ring End F,* (= Ende F,*) of all F,-endomorphisms of Fz is 
isomorphic to an order in the division algebra D”” over Q, of invariant 
2/m. 
THEOREM 2. Let u E S;,, be such that Fz is simple over FP. Then 
End F,* is the maximal order of End Fz @ Q, if and only if r = 1. For all 
u E q.1, F,* are isomorphic to each other over F,. 
Proof: By Proposition 5, r is odd. As f, is irreducible over Qp, 
R, @ Q, = Q,(t) is a totally ramified extension over Q, of degree m 
(= 2h + r), where t is a root of f,(X) = 0. Let v be the valuation of Q,,(t) 
such that v(p) = 1. Then v(t) = 2/m. Since R, has a basis 
{ 1, t )...) w/p )...) t”-l/p} over Z,, we see that R, contains a prime of Q,(t) 
if and only if r = 1. If End F’,* is maximal, then EndFp F,* (g R,) is also 
maximal and hence r = 1. Now assume r = 1. Let W = W(F,) and K be its 
quotient field. Define W(P”~) = W[X]/(JY - p), K(p”“) = K[X]/ 
(Xm -p); denote the class of X by p”*. Let T: K(P”~)-+ K(p”“) be 
defined by T(c wipilm) = JJ ~~p(‘+~“~, where wi E K. Then W(p”“) and 
K(p”“) are W[T]-modules. Extend (T to K(p”“) by (P”~)~ = pllm. We 
denote by K(p”“) [ T] a non-commutative polynomial ring such that 
a”T= Ta for a E K(p”“). By Demazure [2, Lemma 2, p. 821, there is a unit 
/3 in W(p”“) such that fu(T)=g(T)(T-pZ’m)P-l in K(p”“)[T], where 
g(T) E W(P”~)[TI. Then x-+x/l gives a W[ T]-homomorphism 
q: K(pl’m)[T]/(fu(T)) + K(p”“)[T]/(T - p’“) g K(p”“). The composite 
map w: WC3 R, c=+ KC3 R, E K[T]/(f,(T)) 4 K(p”“)[T]/df,(T))-” 
K(p”“) is a W[T]-homomorphism. Let B be the matrix of w with respect to 
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bases { 1, th+‘/p, t’ (i= l,..., h)} and { 1, p’lm ,..., p(“-l”*}. Then we have 







where c is a unit of W such that /I z c mod pllm. Hence W@ R, is 
isomorphic to W(pllm) by w  and therefore the Dieudonne module of I;,* 
over FP is isomorphic to W(p”“‘). By [2, Proposition, p. 781, we have that 
E%vl,l W(p”*) is isomorphic to the maximal order of D2”“. Therefore 
End F,* is maximal. For u E S;,i we have shown that W 0 M, r W(p”“). 
This shows the last assertion. 
Remark 2. In Dieudonne [3, Chapter III, Section 5, Proposition 41, the 
following result is shown: End G,,, is a maximal order if and only if n = 1 
or m= 1. 
Remark 3. Let m=2m’+ 1 (m’>O) be odd and put h=m’+ 1. Let 
g(T) = C;=+ol a,T’ + Tm+’ E Z,[T] be such that a, = p2c (c E Z,X), p2 1 a, 
for 1<i<hand#(T)=Tmi2 mod p. Write c-‘4(T) =p2 + C:!!!’ afT’ and 
let M’l 42G’J E Z,[Tl b e such that p$,(7’)=p2 + C:=, a,‘T’ and 
Th#2(T) = -C:!!i: i afTi. Then we have 
Zl= 
By Theorem 2, we see easily that F,* satisfies the following properties: 
(1) 4 is the characteristic polynomial of F,f. 
(2) FZ - G2,m. 
(3) End F,* is a maximal order. 
4. EXAMPLES 
4.1. In general, f, = f, does not imply F‘,* g F,* over F,. For example, 
let 
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and 
p 2pT- T3 
u3 = 
T ! P ’ 
Then f,,(7) = f,,(T) = f,,(T) = (p - T’)‘. By Proposition 2, F,*, and Fu*, are 
not isomorphic to F,*,. As T2 = p on M,, and TZ( 1,O) = (p, pT) f 
p(l,O) mod E2u2, we have M,, & M,,* and hence Fz, and F,f> are not 
isomorphic over F,. 
4.2. In Hill [6], the following is shown: 
THEOREM. Two one-dimensional formal groups F, G over Z, are 
isomorphic if and only if F* and G” are isomorphic over F, (cJ: [ 5, 
Chapter IV, (22, 1, 10) Theorem]). 
This theorem does not generalize for two-dimensional finite height formal 
groups over Z,. Hazewinkel gives a counterexample of formal groups of type 
(see [5, p, 2341). H ere we also give a counterexample of formal groups 
whose reductions mod p are simple. Let 
Then we have u, v E S;,, and f,(T) = f,(T) = p2 - T5. Hence F,* z F,?: over 
F, and F,* - G,,,. Let 
and t= 
be such that tu = VA. Then 
Pa + PT” = pa + p*cT - pcT2 + cT3, 
Pp i- aT3 = pb f p2dT - pdT2 + dT3, 





Pd + yT3 = pd + PbT + p2dT + bT2. (7) 
By (4) and (7), we have b = c = 0 mod p and therefore /I E y = 0 mod p. 
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Then by (5), we have dT3 - pdT2 E aT3 mod p2 and therefore d = 0 mod p. 
Hence A 65 GL,(Z,) and this shows that u and u are not weakly equivalent 
over Z,, i.e., F, & F, over Z,. 
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